
Contents: Deck of 72 Warrior
Cards, Army Tracker Board, 6
pawns.

Object: Be the player with the lowest number of casualties over the course
of multiple battles.

Setup: Each player is dealt 8 cards, facedown, from the shuffled deck.
The leftover cards become the draw pile, and one card is flipped to start the
discard pile.  Players arrange their 8 facedown cards in 2 rows of 4.  This
rectangular arrangement is maintained throughout the game.  The bottom
row are the Captains, and the top row are the Warriors. Each column is a
“Squadron” of Captains and Warriors.  Before and during game play, players
may peek at their facedown Captains, but can never look at a facedown
Warrior card. If at any time a player sees their facedown warrior card (top

row), that card is replaced
with a new card from the
draw pile.

Next, choose any
Squadron (column) of
Captain and Warriors Cards
to turn face-up.  Players
place their token on the
“Start Here” space on the
Army Tracker Board”, and
select which player will go
first.

Understanding Basic Battle Tactics: Throughout each round of game play,
players will tactfully swap their Warrior and Captain cards with new cards in
an attempt to reduce their casualties in the upcoming battle (to get the
lowest score in the Scoring Round).  Each card value indicates how many
casualties a player will have if that card was used during battle.  Players
reduce their score in three ways: by replacing higher valued cards with lower
value cards, pairing the Warrior Card and Captain Card in a Squadron with
cards of equal value, or using a “Protection” Specialty Card. In addition,
players can arrange their army to gain reinforcements or cause extra
casualties to other players.

Playing the Game: Players take turns drawing a top card from either the
draw or discard pile.  The drawn card can either replace any of the 8 army
cards or be discarded.  New cards put into the army are placed face-up, and
cards removed from the army are discarded.  There is no going back on a
swap once a player picks up a card from his army, even if the player doesn’t
look at the facedown card.  You cannot rearrange cards within the army, but
only swap cards out with the newly drawn cards.

Final Round Before the Scoring Battle: Play continues clockwise around the
table until someone “beats their war drums” on their turn by knocking on
the table.  This signals to the other players that they have one final turn to
prepare their army for battle.  A player beats the drum when either that
player thinks he or she are ready for battle, or automatically takes place if
that player has all Warrior cards (top row) flipped face-up.

The Scoring “Battle” Round: When the play returns to the player who “beat
the war drum”, then the battle begins.  Each player in turn will flip their
army’s cards face-up to
count their casualties
caused by each
Squadron of Captain and
Warriors. If the Captain
and Warriors in a
column have unequal
values, then that
Squadron caused a
casualty count equal to
the total of those card
values added together.

For instance, if the
column had a 5 Captain,

and a 6 Warrior, then the player’s pawn on the Army Tracker Board will
move down 11 points to reflect the casualties lost. If the Captain and
Warrior in the column are of equal value, then that Squadron worked well
together, causing zero casualties.

If the example army above went to battle, the player would have 7
casualties (column 1 = 0, column 2 = 2, column 3 = 5, and column 4 = 0).
This army also has “Extra Skill” as defined in the “Specialty Cards and
Situations” below.

Specialty Cards and Situations: A few unique cards and situations affect a
battle’s scoring, and so require further explanation.

● Reinforcements:  There are 4 Reinforcement Cards (values 3, 4,
5, and 6).  If a Captain and Warrior in a Squadron have matching
numbers, and one of them is a Reinforcement Card, then instead
of having 0 casualties, the player increases their army equal to the

reinforcement number. For example, a 5 Reinforcement Card paired with
a 5 regular card will add 5 men to the army. If a Reinforcement Card isn’t
paired with its corresponding number, then the Squadron loses its
reinforcement abilities, and causes casualties instead.

● Protection:  There are 2 Protection Cards.  Any column with a
Protection Card is instantly 0, due to the Squadron being
protected by extra armor and fortresses.
● Assassin:  There is only 1 Assassin Card (value 0). If a player
aligns the Assassin with another 0 card, then after all players
score their casualties, the player with the Assassin flips the top
card of the draw pile and “assassinates” players who have that
same card in their army. For instance, if the assassin drew a 3,

then any player who used a 3 during that battle will lose an additional
man for each 3 card in that player’s army (Except for 3’s that are paired
with a Protection Card).  The player in the example above would lose one
man because he had one 3 in play. If the Assassin drew a Specialty Card,
then players with a Specialty Card in their army will lose 1 point per
Specialty Card. If the drawn card doesn’t match the numbers of any
player’s army, then the Assassin was unsuccessful in causing more

casualties.  The Assassin does not cause damage to his own army.
● Extra Skill: There are 2 Extra Skill Cards (values 1 and 2).  If
an Extra Skill Card is aligned with its matching number, then
additional casualties are added to all other players equal to the
number on the Extra Skill Card. For instance, if a 2 Extra Skill
was lined up with a regular 2 card, then all other players will

lose an additional 2 men). Extra Skill can also be achieved by a player
having multiple columns of the same number (like in the example above
with 2 columns of 4’s).  That player’s army as a whole displayed extra skill
on the battlefield, causing more casualties for all other players.  Casualties
are calculated as the number of matching columns multiplied by the
number on the card). For instance, the double columns of 4’s in the
example army above would cause all other players to lose 8 extra men.
If triple columns of 4’s were created, then all other players lose 12 extra
men. Columns with Reinforcement or Protection cards in them cannot be
used to count as an Extra Skill Column (If one of the 4’s in the example
was a “4 Reinforcement”, then you simply get 4 reinforcements, not 4
reinforcements plus Extra Skill damage on other players).

Army Tracker’s Red Zone: Once a player has 35 casualties or more, then
that player enters the “Red Zone”, causing that player to start each round
with 6 cards in their army instead of 8.  Players in the Red Zone still start the
round by exposing a single random column face-up, and they will draw and
swap cards the same as when they were in the Blue Zone. However, players
in the Red Zone CANNOT LOOK AT CAPTAINS AT ALL! If at any time a player
sees their facedown Captain or Warrior card, that card is replaced with a
new card from the draw pile.

Ending the Game: Once any player has reached 60 casualties or more, the
game ends and the player with the least number of casualties is declared the
winner.


